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About This Game

Coffee Shop Tycoon is a management game in which you take control of your own coffee shop. Will you thrive and become a
popular coffee shop or die trying? Everything lies in your hands.

The game is NOT another 'click and wait three hours for your employees to cook' kind of game you will have to take choices
constantly that will bring more costumers or make you lose money. We are building a game in which customization and

planning is as important as having fun.

Coffee Shop Tycoon features:

Brew your coffee

Create your own drinks

Hiring and Training Staff

Marketing Campaigns

Seasons and Trends

Several coffee shops with different styles
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Build reputation with Gourmet beverages and special coffee beans

Choose your coffee shop logo and color

Buy furniture and decoration for your coffee shop

Add services to your coffee shop (Wifi, Rewards, and more)

Special Events

Resupply food and drinks

Manage your franchise from you Headquarters.
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Title: Coffee Shop Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Riff Studios
Publisher:
Riff Studios
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2016
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Please release the soundtrack. U GOTTA DO IT DEGICA. Dechipering a mysterious book is the centre of this well-written
story. Though contains the usual medieval-fantasy adventure tropes, the plot is very well paced and developed for each chapter
without being dull. The side-characters are also interesting, even the ones having minor roles. For the price we pay, it is a very
well worth adventure. Almost every decision have note-worthy effect. Only flaw is multiple numbers of stats that come into
account for decision making, sometimes the phrasing kind of confuses me which stats come into account for the choice. If we
can grasp that, the game becomes very enjoyable.
9.5\/10. Pretty fun, but gets borring after a while. You can still get couple of hours of good time in it!. Surprisingly fun top-
down shoot-em-up. Pretty short. I recommend playing if you already own it. I don't remember where I got my copy - it may
have been part of a bundle deal or something. It's very satisfying to mow down hordes of zombies in this game.. Pros:
The Lotus 3-Eleven makes your eyes come out the back of your head
The McLaren P1 GTR has a warp drive on the throttle and has blue stuff coming out the exhaust
The Maserati MC12 GT1s brakes Glow bright red
The Audi R8 LMS 2016 sticks like glue and sounds mean
Numerous other pros that I cant find the right words for.

Cons:
for me there are no cons, just need to learn how to drive the cars better

. Lots of fun, great addition to the Atelier series. If you've already played an Atelier game and liked it, there's really nothing
more you need to know: Yes, you'll like this one. If you're new to the series, it's a JRPG series focused less on INTENSE
DRAMA BLOOD RAGE SEX GRRR and more on people fulfilling their dreams, using alchemy which in these games is
basically god-tier creation magic! It's got your JRPG core battle elements, but the focus is on gathering ingredients, making
explosives, blowing everything to♥♥♥♥♥♥and getting even better materials and making even better explosives until eventually
you force even the gods to kneel before your... strangely peaceful and timid demigod teenage girl protagonist. Seriously, if
there's one thing that makes me giggle every time about Atelier games it's that in the end-game you acquire so much power,
blowing dragons away willy nilly for materials, and the world just... carries on. Since they release in very-loosely-related
trilogies you actually meet the old protagonists as they continue their adventures, and just... that moment of "ohhhh♥♥♥♥♥♥I
know what I did in that game I know what they can do" is really magical.. Don't buy this game.It's really♥♥♥♥♥♥Look like
my poop.

. i love the concept of this game, but i´d like the gameplay alot more if i could actually move around with the controller.
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Did you ever play HeroesQuest the boardgame when you were a kid?
Well this is it... So much love, so much nostalgia i cant handle it.

Im hoalding all my fingers and toes for som awesome uppdates, like more classes and maybe workshop?? ^.o
and ofc more dungeons!

:D

. Very cool concept
Game is relatively short and feels like the developer can keep building on the story or what happens next.
Mix of FPS gameplay versus puzzle-solving
Some f this reminded me of the movie Oblivion. Very similar look and feel and concepts of drones.

Well made game that provided enough challenge and doesnt hold your hand while motivating you to figure out how to solve the
problem the player faces.

8/10. Wouldn't recommend it. Binding of Isaac used to be one of my favorite games but now you have to pay 10 euros for
something that is very likely to make your game crash, I mean I paid the thing and now if I let installed my game just crashes
upon opening. I'm very disappointed in Nicalis right now, it has been released for two years now and no patches to fix this ?
That's just sad.. 5/5 game for bronys and weaboos. Well, it is a fantastic way to spend a few hours. The game offers lots of fun
opportunities to tweak, alter and design strategies. With a plethora of different skills, classes and devices to pilot. I enjoyed my
first playthrough, and look forward to doing it all again!

I bought it during the sale, and I definitely feel I got my money's worth.

9/10.

The asthetics are charming, the pace is suitably frantic and the gameplay flows nicely. All in all, quite fun.

I only wish that there were an option to make the players bullets slightly less visible, as the screen can be really difficult to
navigate or orient yourself in at times. Additionally, a glossary for terms would be nice, I was understanding the effects the
classes offered me for the first few tiers, then I became a little confused.. Chicken Invaders <3

THX InterAction studios. My wife is a major Tim Burton fan, so I bought this mainly for her benefit--too bad it's awful. This
game is good conceptually, but that's it. Even with the recent patch, the actual fighting is arguably the worst I've ever
experienced in a fighting game... and I played Fighting Masters. :( The game encourages running into your opponent like an
idiot and button mashing, so there is no feeling of accomplishment whatsoever upon victory. This game needs a serious overhaul
to be worth even a couple modest dollars.. shotgun machine broke. Really nice so far.
I have watched half already and it is not just about the game, there are a lot about sword fighting.
. A interesting little game I guess, not too much to say about it as I got it with a bunch of other games for cheap. The blocks
constantly move around, some are trapped and others give out gems or coins, though I've yet to find out what to use them for
besides scores.

I'd only recommend this if you just want a simple game with no complex story or gameplay, just something to pass the time.
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